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much more than it gives. There are about 75 subheadings in the text, each
allotted an average of three pages, under which topics are introduced, de-
fined, and briefly commented upon and/or exemplified. This format gives
the book a "lecture-note" flavor, as does the blackboard-quality of many
illustrations, the lack of references and documentation in the text, and the
somewhat pedantic style in which much of the book is written. Further-
more, topics are frequently introduced or terminated with statements re-
flecting the author's opinions, which are often neither qualified nor ade-
quately developed. For example, in the section on "Genes and Simple
Behavior" the construct "intelligence" is devalued as ". . . a catch-all term
masking the ignorance of the researcher," and later in the book the reader
is told that ". . . if (intelligence tests) measure anything, (they) measure
a gross complex of neurophysical activity." These comments are of ques-
tionable pedagogical value, and they neither amplify nor are they amplified
by anything else in the text. In the chapter on "Culture and Human Be-
havior," a paragraph concerning the work of Franz Boaz is concluded with
the unqualified observation that "Filling the mind with unstructured ma-
terial can be just as debilitating to clear thought as armchair theorizing
about the basis of real behavior." Similarly, after a reasonably clear pre-
sentation in the first chapter of the heredity-environment issue, the author
unnecessarily concludes with, "The so-called 'Nature-Nurture controversy'
is dead except in the minds of a few unsophisticated individuals."
In the last two chapters, "Culture and Evolution" and "The Adaptive
Model," some ways to view cultural evolution are suggested. Using ter-
minology that is not clearly defined, some borrowed from game-theory and
cybernetics, the author expresses the fundamental notion that traits, be
they biological or cultural, persist because they are useful to organisms
displaying them. He stresses a need for the application of a biological model
of evolution to anthropological problems and a need for viewing "systems"
(populational as well as physiological) as self-regulating. Finally, in a
rather abstract fashion, the idea that there is a fundamental unity between
cultural and biological evolution is developed.
J. JAY BRAUN
THE MATHEMATICAL APPROACH To BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE. By Norman
T. J. Bailey. New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1967. xiii, 296 pp. $8.75.
The spirit of this book is well illustrated by a design that appears on the
dtust cover of this, and every other, member of the Wiley series on Quantita-
tive Methods for Biologists and Medical Scientists. It shows a caduceus
supported by the maximal ordinate of the normal distribution. The normal
distribution is somewhat flat but the message is unmistakable.
Bailey has written three other books that cover in more detail the topics
discussed here; one on the mathematical theory of epidemics, another on the
mathematical theory of genetic linkage, and a third on the elements of
stochastic processes. His objective in the present volume is to give an over-
view of the whole subject of biomathematics, a subject which he describes
as consisting of four elements: (a) mathematics, (b) probability and sta-
tistics, (c) operations research, and (d) computing. One may object that
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this classification ignores the whole biological component, but in the discus-
sion of particular topics Bailey shows himself to be sensitive to the fact
that it is the biological and medical problems that are the objects of study.
These problems are not simply interesting applications of mathematical
techniques, but rather, the mathematics is used in the process of attacking
the problems.
The book is organized in two sections. The first half, which deals with
general principles and techniques, is a nontechnical introduction to bio-
mathematics. It was clearly impossible for the author to review even the
most important relevant mathematics but he did include an interesting chap-
ter on the need for mathematics in biology. Many biologists argue that their
problems involve so many variables that a mathematical model is not useful,
or even feasible. Bailey asserts, on the contrary, that these are the very
conditions in which an adequate mathematical model is called for. Precisely
because the model has greater clarity than a verbal description, the dif-
ficulties of using it are more readily perceived. It is true that, in the early
stages of developing a model, the mathematical analysis is secondary to,
and is checked by, biological knowledge of the problem; but, if the mathe-
matical attack reaches a sophisticated enough level, then purely deductive
argument from the model may bring to the attention of the biologist useful
concepts that could not be developed in any other way.
The first half of the book also includes a brief review of the other three
elements of biomathematics-statistics, operations research, and computing.
An essay on the organization of biomathematics as a discipline is added for
good measure. All of this is written in a fresh and interesting style. Three
of the six chapters are devoid of equations and all are presented so as to be
accessible to thegeneral reader.
The objective in the second half of the book is to describe specific bio-
mathematical problems. Bailey selected six-numerical taxonomy, popula-
tion growth, epidemic theory, chromosome mapping, medical diagnosis, and
operations research on the organization and distribution of medical care.
Although the writing is clear, the author uses whatever mathematics and
statistical theory are appropriate for his purpose and the needs of the general
reader are no longer controlling. A knowledge of partial differential equa-
tions and generating functions is essential for the detailed understanding of
certain sections. The chapters on population growth and epidemic theory are
more difficult than the others.
Books that consist, in effect, of two monographs written at greatly dif-
ferent levels of difficulty, are rarely successful. If the approach is ever jus-
tified it would be in the case in which an important interdisciplinary subject
is rapidly developing and there is a need both to introduce the main concepts
and to encourage the reader to go further. Bailey may have succeeded in
this difficult task. Certainly his book deserved a better foreword than the one
in which the editor writes: "Biological systems are multidimensional, and
individual differences are great; therefore quantitative methods in biology
will necessarily varygreatly depending onthe environment."
COLIN WHITE
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